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This article will highlight another aspect of Desmos, the in-built pre-designed activities, which can be used by the teacher in an interactive manner with students in the mathematics 
class. These activities, which can be found at https://teacher.
desmos.com/, are made by the Desmos team (https://www.desmos.
com/team) along with other teachers. A Desmos Class Activity is 
essentially a sequence of screens, each with a different task, prompt, 
or question.
You can get started (Fig. 1) by going to the website https://teacher.
desmos.com/ and creating an account (if you have one which you 
used to launch the calculator you can use it to login). To use these 
activities, the teacher will need to have an account, but students do 
not require it.
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Desmos Classroom Activities
Play and Learn 
with Desmos
Desmos (www.desmos.com), the online graphing calculator, 
is changing classrooms across the world. In my earlier article 
(Vol. 3, No. 2, July 2014 | At Right Angles), I had taken you 
through the graphing power of Desmos and had described how 
Desmos helped to bring out the creativity of my students as they 
explored the concept of ‘Domain and Range of a Function’.
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Figure 1
Figure 2
As the teacher selects ‘Start a New Session’ option for the selected Desmos Activity, a Class Code is generated. 
Students enter this code on student.desmos.com to get started. As they submit the selected name, the same 
shows up on the teacher’s dashboard; and the fun begins.
In each activity, there are essentially three screen types: Graph, Question, and Text. The task described in 
the ‘Graph’ screens requires an action from the student; this could be ‘Plot a line passing through the two 
given points on the graph’ (Match My Line) or ‘Drag these dividers to create four spaces of equal width’ 
(Central Park).
The screen with ‘Question’ gives students space to express their thinking. Prompts such as ‘Describe two 
methods you could use to draw this line’ next to a graph require students to type out their ideas which 
may or may not be made visible to other students of the class, but which you, as the teacher, will get to 
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see in real time. The screen for the ‘Text’ usually concludes the activity with a message for the students, 
accompanied by a related image.
Each task in the Classroom Activity section helps to engage students in various ways. As the difficulty level 
changes at each stage, the student is challenged and nudged to think differently and apply his/her learning. 
Most of the students start the activities by guessing what the solutions could be, but they soon get into the 
mode of thinking ‘mathematically’ as the guesses do not work for the questions in the next few screens.
In this article, I am sharing my experience with two of the Desmos Classroom activities: Central Park and 
Match My Line. 
Central Park
The Central Park Desmos Activity is most suitable for Grade 6 students. This activity helps the student to 
make the transition from arithmetic to algebra.
Central Park puts the power of algebra in the hands of students by asking them to design parking lots. At 
first, students place the parking lot dividers by estimating and guessing. 
Figure 4
Figure 3
Then they compute the proper placement.
Finally, they write an algebraic expression that places the dividers for many different lots.
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The transition from Estimate to Calculate and then to Algebraic Expression is so smooth that very few 
students need assistance from the teacher to get the correct expression at the end. The change-over from 
numbers to variables is also helped by the Question Screen, which asks students to verbalize their thought 
processes: Write instructions explaining how to calculate the right width of the parking space for any situation.
Also at each stage, the student gets instant feedback and is encouraged to Reset and attempt the task again 
in case the solution does not meet the expectation.
Students spend 30 to 45 minutes in ‘playing’ the game, and unknowingly they get introduced to the 
‘algebra’! Most of my students who attempted this activity found it to be ‘great fun’ while a few termed it as 
‘challenging’, and all wanted some more of such activities!
Match My Line
Match My Line can be used as an introductory activity to begin the topic on Straight Lines in Grade XI. 
It is a series of graphing challenges designed to build student understanding of linear functions in various 
forms.
The tasks are designed to prompt and provoke the student to think about the relationship between the 
given ordered pairs, and to work out the functional relationship which connects them. The ease of plotting 
and re-plotting graphs to come up with the required expression makes the activities so much more 
appealing and meaningful.
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It is interesting to note that students who were already aware of the various forms of the equations of 
straight line opted to use the formulae to get the required equations, whereas students who had not learned 
these results prior to the activity used their observations and related the x- and y-coordinates of the points to 
come up with the appropriate expression to graph the lines. It was an ‘Aha!’ moment for the class to listen 
to the arguments of these students and appreciate the depth of their understanding. 
Here are two different approaches in response to the Challenge #2: Plot six lines. Each of the lines should 
pass through the black point and one of the blue points (Fig. 6).
Figure 6
Figure 7
Desmos activities from the Teacher’s Perspective
One of the main concerns of the teachers using technology in classrooms is that it is difficult to monitor 
individual students’ work from the front of the class. Here, however, the setup is such that the teacher has 
a bird’s eye view of students’ screens. This feature allows the teacher to follow the progress of the class and 
identify individual students who need help or a word of caution. One can click on the name of the student to 
see his/her individual progress, or have an overview of the entire class on the screen.
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In addition to these two activities, there are several well-designed activities suitable for our classrooms; 
one can check them out at teacher.desmos.com. I am waiting to try out the latest activity from the 
Desmos Team with my students; it is called Marble Slides. I found this activity to be both challenging and 
addictive, with the potential to facilitate learning through hands-on exploration.
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NUMBER CROSSWORD 
Solution on Page 95
CLUES ACROSS
  1:  7,14,28,56, -----, 224
  3:  Circumference of a circle with a radius of 28 units
  8:  Number of days in February of this year
  9:  2D times 22D plus 10
10:  12.5% of 512
13:  1, 2, 5, 26, -----, 458330
14:  Exterior angle of an equilateral triangle 
17:  The second 2 digit prime
18:  15D minus 6D plus 1
20:  14877 divided by 783
23:  Average of 573, 439, 811, 1113
24:  One hundredth of the number of seconds in a day
CLUES DOWN
  2:  Difference of square roots of 2601 and 1369
  4:  A factor of 119 in reverse
  5:  17A times 10A minus 4
  6:  One third of the largest two digit number  
  7:  Three sides of a right angle triangle in ascending order
11:  1A multiplied by 7 minus 10
12:  Area of a rectangle of sides 26 and 28
15:  Two raised to 9
16:  Largest three digit number
19:  Largest two digit perfect square
21:  Number of weeks in a year plus 1
22:  First of three consecutive numbers totaling 51
